
Don’t Ignore Subliminal Programming

A lot of Christians are objecting to the COVID vaccine because they’re convinced that the Elite are using
them to control the public, and, they’re using nano technology ‘to boot’. Do you realise that’s fear they’re
working out of, and fear has no place in the Kingdom?

It’s true, we must be wise about what’s going on around us, but it’s Heaven that should be giving us
direction as to what is unrighteous for us and what we should reject. That’s Kingdom 101.

It’s also true, that if we think something’s unrighteous, then we should fully investigate it. If it is, then we
must issue warnings to others by exposing it whenever we can, but in appropriate ways. That should be
done soberly, trusting Father to be in charge and rejecting any fear that may materialise.

WARNING: Don’t  give  your  heart  to  exposing whatever  you believe  is  unrighteous.
Guard you heart. Keep it for Father and our Beloved. (Read this.1)

WARNING: Just because you believe something is unrighteous, doesn’t mean it is, or,
that it’s worth exposing in a big way. You may be wrong. I’ve been wrong many, many
times in the past about what I considered to be the truth.

The critical thing is this: We’ve been subliminally programmed for years without our knowing about it. 

Subliminal programming happens via a subliminal stimulus ('stimuli', plural). Subliminal stimuli means a
stimulus  that’s  "below  threshold"  and  is  the  opposite  of  supraliminal  stimuli  ("above  threshold").
Supraliminal stimuli are the ones we’re used to in life. For example: touch, smell, taste, hearing and
seeing.

Subliminal stimuli are “any sensory stimuli below an individual's threshold for conscious perception. A
2012 review of Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) studies showed that subliminal stimuli
activate specific regions of the brain despite participants being unaware. Visual stimuli may be quickly
flashed before an individual can process them, or flashed and then masked, to interrupt processing. Audio
stimuli may be played below audible volumes or masked by other stimuli.”2

The first I heard of subliminal programming was in the 1970s with “backmasking”3, the hidden messages
in music.4 Christians were advised at that time not to listen to pop music of any kind, but especially hard
rock music.

In the 1980s, I heard of motivational speakers advising their followers to play recorded messages of their
teaching under the pillow during the night while they slept. They said it “seeps” into the mind, even
though the person is asleep, because they are unconsciously listening.5 This method was based on the
REBT (Rational Emotive Behaviour Therapy)6 psychotherapeutic technique which was developed by the
American psychotherapist and psychologist Albert Ellis in the mid-1950s.

Later on it became apparent that subliminal messages were being sent through TV programs to reprogram
viewers in ways that caused them to change their acceptance of certain issues, especially sex and drugs.
Check out these instances of subliminal messaging in Western society since 1978.7

1 – “What Have You Given Your Heart To”
        canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/What-Have-You-Given-Your-Heart-To.pdf 
2 – “Subliminal Stimuli” en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subliminal_stimuli    [Free to quote from]
3 – “Backmasking”     en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backmasking 
4 – “Backward Masking vs Backmasking: Understanding the Differences”    www.backmasking.com 
5 – “Self-help Audio Recordings” en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subliminal_stimuli#Self-help_audio_recordings 
6 – “REBT”    en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rational_emotive_behavior_therapy 
7 – “Instances Of Subliminal Messaging”    en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instances_of_subliminal_messages 
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Today I’m aware that the news media is reprogramming us unconsciously with Leftist ideology on a
constant basis, ‘day-in & day-out’. You should be aware of this too. Donald Trump called it “fake news”. 

This is a form of subliminal programming because the messages are subtle and never-ending, and it’s
done covertly so we don’t ‘twig’ to it. The news items aren’t always created to try to convince us of any
particular facet of Left ideology, they just present their slant as fact all the time. That’s how the Theory of
Evolution has been so successful over my lifetime.8 After a while the populace changes their thinking to
the way the media writers want them to, without consciously doing so. That’s what produced the “Yes”
vote in the Same Sex Marriage plebiscite we had in Australia in 2016. Prior to that, at the end of the 20 th

century, it would have been “No”.9 The media in all its forms had done it’s job on us.

The 2011 social documentary “Programming the Nation?”10 by Jeff
Warrick  investigated  the  history,  research,  implementation,  and
potential effects of subliminal programming by the American mass-
media.  It  included  interviews  with  Noam Chomsky  and  numerous
other  authors  and  experts  in  the  field  of  advertising,  psychology,
music, film, politics, and military weaponry.11 Kevin Thomas of the
Los  Angeles  Times  reviewed  the  documentary  and  noted  that
“Warrick is…rightly concerned by the power of media conglomerates
to manipulate the news”.12 (Watch it on Youtube.13)

Even TV ads are designed to subliminally program us, in the same
way the media does it. We hear and see the ads so many times that it
sticks in our subconscious, even though we may have rejected it with
our conscious mind. In “Programming the Nation?”, Noam Chomsky
asserts that “The purpose of the ad is to delude and deceive you with
imagery…[The  public]  will  be  uninformed  and  make  an  irrational
choice.  That’s  what  businessmen  spend  hundreds  and  millions  of
dollars a year on…what they want is coercion and control.”14

Watching the first episode of 2021s new series ‘RFDS’15 (The Royal Flying Doctor Service) on TV last
night, what did I notice? A drag queen and in-your-face adultery. When I watched series 1 of the 2015 TV
show  ‘The  Halcyon’16,  about  a  upper  class  hotel  in  London  in  WWII,  there  was  adultery  and
homosexuality. Although these activities are justified as “currently acceptable to Australian society”, they
are designed to continue our desensitization towards these unrighteous habits, so they become accepted
and additional moral changes can then be forced on us with greater ease.

All those are examples of brain washing. Australia’s people are being reprogrammed to think differently
to the way they have, all for the purposes of controlling the masses.

Schools and universities are the ‘hot bed’ of where societal reprogramming is effectively going on. There,
they’re manipulating the minds of future generations, which is easier than trying to change adults who are
set in their thinking. The teaching techniques used by activist teachers are similar to those used by the
communists to indoctrinate the populate in the countries they control. (Read about it here.17) 

8 – READ: “Unmasking Evolution”      canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Unmasking-resource-book.pdf 
9 – en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_Marriage_Law_Postal_Survey 
10 – www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHac94P2Vp0 
11 – “Programming the Nation?”    en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_the_Nation%3F  [Free to quote from]
12 – “Programming the Nation?”    en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_the_Nation%3F  [Free to quote from]
13 – www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHac94P2Vp0 
14 – “Programming the Nation?”    en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_the_Nation%3F  [Free to quote from]
15 – www.imdb.com/title/tt13696378
16 – www.imdb.com/title/tt5808318 
17 – www.activistpedagogy.com/meet-1 
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With all that in mind, is COVID vaccine the really big issue it’s been made out to be? Actually, it’s just
one of the many prongs the Elite are using to subvert democracy and bring in their new world order.18

What are you doing about this reprogramming?

Have you stopped watching the Left wing news and reading Left wing newspapers?

Have you stopped watching TV altogether?

Have you turned off the sound on the TV during the ad breaks and done something else?

Are you choosy about what movies you watch? Really choosy?

Are you choosy about what TV programs you watch?

Or, have you been ‘dumbed down’ so you can’t tell?

Even  documentaries  are  used  to  reprogram  us.  For  instance,  are  you  aware  that  all  the  David
Attenborough TV documentaries ‘hammer’ the dogma that Evolution is a fact, not an unprovable  theory?
Historical  and biological  information  is  always  presented  in  his  shows as  evolutionary  fact.  This  is
evolutionary indoctrination at the subconscious level. Think I’m overdoing it? Did you know that in 2011,
David Attenborough was one of 30 prominent UK evolutionists who asked the British government to
censor the teaching of creation in Britain’s publicly funded schools?19

On top of  all  the  subliminal  attacks  I’ve  covered,  there’s  also  supraliminal  ones.  These  include  PC
(Political Correctness), overturning the rule of law and socialism, plus Cancel Culture, with it’s rewriting
of history, pulling down of historic statues and the removal of all taboos. 

So, I leave you to make up your mind on what’s really important to oppose and what you educate others
about so they’re protected.

Laurence
16-8-2021
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

18 – Jim MacGregor & Gerry Docherty (August 2015) “The Secret Elite & the Origins of the New World Order”
        www.newdawnmagazine.com/articles/the-secret-elite-the-origins-of-the-new-world-order 
19 – answersingenesis.org/ministry-news/core-ministry/are-you-aware-of-the-battles 
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